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traders offered furs and slaves in exchange, as described by the Arab Ibn Fadlan early
in the 9th century.!" Both at the bend in the Volga and at its mouth in the Caspian, the
Scandinavian trade route linked up with the major overland trade routes for middle
Eastern comrnoditics.P'

Along the Volga, in settlements such as Birka in Sweden and Hedeby in Schleswig.>'
and also at York,22 the traders of the Viking age established centres of a common
pattern; defended, with good access by water, containing both market areas and
craftsmen's quarters where trinkets were produced, presumably to exchange for the
incoming foreign goods. Lincoln fits this pattern well, with excellent river communica
tions and Roman defences surviving into the medieval period. Excavations on the
Flaxengate site revealed evidence of an active craftsmen's quarter. It is difficult not to
wonder whether already by c. A.D. 900 a well-established merchants' quarter, where
traders from Scandinavia and beyond could establish themselves for some weeks to
trade, may have existed close by.
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site was excavated by the Lincoln Archaeological Trust, directed by Christina Colyer.

13 I owe this and the following observations on mineralogy to Malcolm Fenton of the Lincoln
Archaeological Trust.

14 Information from Sarah]ennings of the Norwich Survey.
15 Identification by]. M. Rogers, Department of Oriental Antiquities, British Museum, who is to

publish the Samarra material. For the Apamaean pottery, see]. M. Rogers, 'Apamaca : the Medieval
Pottery: Preliminary Report',]. C. and]. BaIty (eds.), Colloque Apamee de Syrie II (Brussels, 1973),253-70.
Rogers's review of M. Rosen-Avalon's report on the Islamic pottery of Susa (Bibliotheca Orientalis, 33 (1976),
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in the middle East. The close dating of the Flaxengate jar should prove of interest to students of middle
Eastern pottery.

16 Confirmed by the Ancient Monuments Laboratory of the Dept. of the Environment.
17 H. R. Ellis Davidson, The Viking Road to Byzantium (London, 1976),52.
18 G. Jones, A History of the Vikings (Oxford, 1973), 157, 171-72,265.
19 For translations: Ibid., 164 and n. 2; Ellis Davidson, op. cit. note 17, 64 ff.
20 Jones, op. cit. note 18, 254, map 10, for the probable route of the sherds between Syria and Scandinavia.
21 Ibid., 168-81 for summaries of these sites.
22 ]. Radley, Medieval Archaeol., xv (197 I), 37-38, 48 ff.; R. A. Hall, Viking Age York and the North (London,

C.B.A. Research Report no. 27, 1978), 34.

DARK AGE TREE-RING DATES, A.D. 490-850
Tree-ring dating of English oak was extended without difficulty back to c. A.D. 850,

but my earlier23 attempts to go further back in time have failcd. Weather dating and
numismatic dating had to be abandoned in 1959. Even cross-correlation methods failed
when they were used in conjunction with an archaeologically estimated date in 1974,
and the main purpose of this note is to correct the Old Windsor dates given at that time. 24

The reader was indeed warned that 'various methods of dating must often be used
before certainty is attained' and I had hoped, before page-proof stage, to obtain a
radiocarbon date. Unfortunately, delay occurred because the site details could not be
traced and 'although the visual agreement was not good' I applied cross-correlation only
within the time range originally given on archaeological grounds (9th or early roth
century). The dating found then (650-896, zero 649) appeared to be the only possible
one within that time-range.

Radiocarbon dates have now been published for Old Windsor-" and have been
obtained also for a matching Westminster curve measured by Mr D. Brett (Personal
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communication, September 1978), and, in each case, reveal that the timber is about
150/190 years older than had been given in the table.

The cross-correlation arithmetic (see Appendix below) originally used was therefore
extended backwards in time for another century and compared with both later English
plots and with others from Dorestad and Trier.t" The best match was found to be 160
years earlier than had been supposed, making the first ring of Old Windsor 490 instead
of 650. The zero of Old Windsor is thus 489 and of Portchester 540.27 The Belfast and
Hamburg programs were kindly applied to the Old Windsor curve against Dorestad by
Donald Brett at Bedford College, London. These programs cannot be expected to be
successful between places so far apart especially when there is no master curve available.
The Hamburg program applied to Old Windsor gave a W-value of 61.2% (reaching
99.9% significance level) for dates 13 years earlier but the Belfast program gave a
t-value of only 3.7 at that point.

The possibility that the Old Windsor zero is 476 instead of 489 was therefore
considered, but the Portchester curve failed to give a significant match at this point and
the 489 hypothesis is considered as the more probable hypothesis. The matching of the
'9th-century' Old Windsor and '6th-century' Portchester curves given by Fletcher'" is
accepted and considered as the reductio ad absurdam of reliance on archaeological dating.

Radiocarbon dating, which fits both the 489 and 476 hypotheses, must now be
regarded as the sine qua non of Dark Age dendrochronology, and some other datings which
also reached 99.9% significance were rejected accordingly.

SOUTHAMPTON
The new date for Old Windsor makes impossible the original match-" with

Southampton. Indeed, the two Southampton pits (nos. I I and 17) must now be regarded
as two separate chronologies pending evidence that they were contemporary. Perhaps
CI4 confirmation of the dates can be obtained from further examples from Southampton.

NORTH ELMHAM
The North Elmham floating chronology'" is approximately dated by CI4 which

indicates a felling year (no. 216) near A.D. 830 and hence a zero near A.D. 616. My
original match with Old Windsor must be revised to fit and, indeed, a good fit is found
with Old Windsor and Germany with a zero of A.D. 618. Alternative fits were found at
635 and 637 (the zero I had suggested in 1974). Dr Fletcher has independently suggested'"
that the date of the Elmham well is A.D. 834 ± 2 and this also implies a zero of A.D.

616/20 date.
Decile and other cross-correlation tests explained elsewhere'" were used for all

these cross-datings.
The Biennial test is one which is independent of the Decile tests and may prove

useful in checking that ring-counts have been correctly made. Adopting the 489 zero
for Old Windsor it appears that biennial oscillations in NW. Europe often have maxima
(wet summers) in even years centred c.660/664, c.790, and in odd years 705/15, C.720,
741, c.753, c·76o/770 and c.800.

Dendrochronology of the Dark Ages has hitherto been an art rather than a science.
The only hope was to find pieces of the jig-saw that could be fitted together. Weather
dating, successful in the r zth century'< failed to help. We now seem to have a continuous
series back to A.D. 490 ± I as follows:

Zero Rings
Graveney 687 688 916
North Elmham 618 619 834

Portchester 54° 541 807
Old Windsor 489 49° 739
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The agreement between the first two and the last two is only fair, but there seems to be no
alternative.

The problem that is now urgent is to find an overlap with Romano-British curves.
Roman oak was measured by the late A. W. G. Lowther and the curves are being
integrated into a master chronology. A plot for Chichester (provided by Mr C. Pratt
and Mr A. Down) extends this forward to C. A.D. 370. To fill the gap A.D. 370/490 we need
at least one specimen of oak from the 6th century, which would provide a check on the
provisional dating.

Since the above paragraph was submitted a floating chronology has been published
by Morgan and Schofield.!" This appears to overlap my Hollstein-based chronology on
the assumption that their zero is A.D. 43, and their table is tentatively dated A.D. 44-326.
(This result is not significant using the Belfast test, which yields a t of 1.26).

Weather oscillations (e.g. the z-year and 3-year cycles) have yielded parameters
that are useful in cross-dating tree-rings in different continents and make it possible to
cross-date European and American tree-rings and varves. Tree-rings in Asia Minor
have thus been cross-dated with varves in Russia and with tree-rings in Ireland and the
U.S.A. for the period 1500-1000 B.C. (with errors of the order of two years).35

APPENDIX I : CROSS-CORRELATION WITH WEATHER HISTORY

In Europe, specimens of archaeological timber are often difficult to cross-date when there is no
master curve for the period in question. The matching by eye ofskeleton plots'" has been successful
in the semi-arid regions of the U.S.A. In Europe the results of such eye-matching are often
ambiguous: the writer, therefore tried to turn the art into a science, using cross-correlation to
express the matching quantitatively.

In Europe, skeleton plots can be based not only on ring-width but also on the documentary
evidence of wet, dry, hot, and cold seasons. Seasons meteorologically outstanding were weighted
on a scale of I to 4. The main tree-ring maxima and minima were listed and weighted independ
ently in a similar manner. For any particular position of matching, the weather and ring-width
scores were multiplied together. A floating tree-ring chronology can often be fixed in time in this
way by the position that gives the highest scores when the results for the four seasons are added
together and tested for all possible lags. Thus an abnormal summer coinciding with an abnormal
ring gives a high score for that particular position of matching, but one with a normal ring gives
a score of zero.

The curve for Great Coxwell''? was dated (1971) in this way. Gross scores were calculated
first, on the single assumption that abnormal seasons would correspond with abnormal tree-rings.
The CI4 dating suggested the 13th or 14th century, but in 1971 I could not find a high 'agreement
coefficient' with the few specimens from elsewhere that had been dated. However, the known
dates of droughts suggested possible positions to test. (The driest summers in NW. Europe in the
period II75/1275 were 1177, II88 (and II89), 1205,1211,1222,1236,1238,1241/42,1247/48,
1250,1252,1263, and 1275). The gross scores for one such position with lags up to two years either
way were as shown below, suggesting a final date for the specimen of timber (kindly supplied by
Frau Giertz) of 1279. Dr Fletcher points out that this implies a likely felling date of 1300-1310.

Net scores were calculated also on the further assumption that e.g. dry springs and summers
(and, say, good harvests) ought to correspond with narrow rings. This means that each of the
factors to be multiplied together can have a sign as well as a magnitude (I to 4).

One of the drought years in my recent list - 1236, a severe drought allocated weight 3
can be used to illustrate the method. A position near rings 192/196 was suspected. Ring no. 192
was wide, no. 194 extremely narrow (weight 4) and no. 195 wide. The drought of 1236 thus leads
to net scores of

3 for a lag (1236 - 192) or 1044
12 for a lag (1236 - 194) or 1042

-3 for a lag (1236 - 195) or 1041

Total scores, gross and net, were eventually obtained as follows:

LAG 1044 1043 1042 1041 1040
GROSS 95 106 170 110 97
NET -12 -13 +72 -37 +21
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Overlaps with other dated curves enabled the 1279 date to be confirmed by the author and by
Dr Fletcher, who has now published a master chronology. 38

Known droughts in Germany such as 764, 773, 783, 794, and 891 correspond with narrow
rings in both the W. and S. German chronologies, where the rings for 990, IOI8 and I08I are also
outstandingly narrow. These three years are narrow years in Fletcher's 'Ref6',39 and the narrowest
rings in narrow-ringed oak may eventually provide evidence for earlier droughts for which no
documentary evidence is available.

One Westminster Abbey plor'" was tested against the weather for the published date up to
two years on either side through the 13th century. The total scores for this single plot were as
follows:

Year as
Season -2 -I Published +1 +2

WINTERS 13 18 8 12 6
SPRINGS 17 21 28 20 15
SUMMERS 38 3° 49 38 47
AUTUMNS 23 25 36 20 19
TOTAL 93 94 121 9° 87
ANOMALY +3 +4 +3 ' ° -3

This particular tree was thus sensitive especially to the months April to August (in the medieval
manorial accounts Autumn was equivalent to the Harvest-month or August).

Ifwe assume that dry springs and summers (and, say, good harvests) ought to correspond with
narrow rings, each product can have a sign. Net totals instead of gross scores can then be calculated.
The highest in each case came at the published dates without any lag either way. Total net
scores were then:

-9 +34

The negative sign of the one-year lag means a tendency for dry years to be followed in the next
year by wide rings and perhaps wet summers.

Cross-correlation of archaeological plots is impractical before A.D. 800 as the weather
information is too scanty. The same method can still be used to match one plot with another
until a master chronology is available.

APPENDIX 2: TENTATIVE LIST OF WIDE AND NARROW RINGS IN NW. EUROPE,
A.D. 490-700 (based on an assumption that 489 is Old Windsor zero)

WIDE: 517, 533, 537, 545, 549, 565, 567, 579, 588, 602, 615, 630, 639, 650, 661, 671, 681,
694, 699, 708, 720, 732, 745, 789

NARROW: 628,634,636,644,647,667,676,688,690,702,713,717, 723, 730, 735, 760, 797,806

APPENDIX 3: OUTSTANDING NARROW RINGS COMMON TO MUCH OF
NW. EUROPE

916,926, 933, 944, 974, 981, 990
I007, I014, I018, I029, I044, I059, I062, I064, I070, 1801, I090, I096
II02, 1113, 1121, 1129, 1133, 1137, 1152, 1177, 1184, 1188-89
1207, 1207-08, 1218, 1224, 1235, 1244, 1252, 1271, 1288
1312, 1320, 1327, 1336, 1340, 1345, 1353, 136 1, 1385, 1395, 1398
14 0 7, c.1420, 1434, 1442, 1446, 1459, 1464, 1478, 1492
1503-04, 1517, 1520, 1532, 1538, 1547, 1557, 1566-67, 1578, 1582, 1683, 1590
1601,1611,1621,1636,1652,1659,1670,1676,1681, 1685, 1697
I7 IO, 1719, 1744, 1753, 1759, 1786, 1793
1825, 1832, 1858, 1870, 1880, 1888, 1893
1921, 1934, 1943, 1957
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OUTSTANDING WIDE RINGS COMMON TO MUCH OF NW. EUROPE

9.50, 98.5, 999
IOI2, IOI3, I030, I037, IO.52, IO.56, I068, I074, 1082, 1089, I093
IIOO, II08, II 17, 1130, 1140, 1146, 1149, 11.53, II60, II68-69, II82-83, II87, II90-91, II96
1201, 12IO-1 I, 1219, 1229-30, 124°-41, 1249-51, 1255-.56, 1266, 1275, 1291
13°3, 1309-IO, 1317, 1327-29, 137 6, 1386
1402-03, 1409- IO, 1436, 145 1, 14.56, 1474-75, 1487, 149 6
15°9, 1.51.5, 1528, 1531, 1.53.5, 154 1, 155.5, 156 2, 1570, 158o
16°7, 1613, 1627, 1632,165.5, 1664, 1673, 1688
1704, 1713, 1727, 1738, 176 1, 1763, 1774, 178 3, 1789, 179 2, 1797
1829, 1834, 1848-49, 1867, 1875, 1886
19°°, 1912, 193 1, 1936, 1947, 1950, 1966
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THE CHAPEL AT HARLOWBURY, HARLOW, ESSEX (Figs. 3 and 4)
The chapel at Harlowbury appears at first sight to be wholly of Norman and later

date, on the evidence of its windows and doorway which would suit a date in the last
quarter of the r zth century. But we believe that these Norman features of dressed stone
are later insertions into an earlier unbuttressed rectangular building of rough rubble and
tile. The evidence for this belief needs further investigation in better weather. Meantime
we set down the evidence provided by the roof itself. The whole extent of the original
building was covered by a single ridged roof whose rafters were set in inclined trenches
in the tops of the side-walls as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. At a later date, about 1300,
the roof was drastically reconstructed, as its crown-post capitals and collar-purlin scarf
indicate. At this time the upper arrisses of the walls were cut down to a level plane surface
on which wall-plates could be laid, and the inclined trenches for the rafters' feet were
filled with rubble and mortar. At both E. and W. gables, however, the embedded mid
wall rafter-couples were left in situ and their collars lowered to the height of the new




